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Get a Life, Not a Job: Do What You Love and Let Your Talents Work For YouFT Press, 2010

	With a radically new approach to redesigning your career--get more passion, more fulfillment...better work-life balance...and real financial freedom!


	 


	You only have one life. Why not love what you do? Discover how others have made it happen--and...
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Building WordPress Themes from ScratchCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	 When I first got into web development, all the way back in 2002, a tool like WordPress did not exist yet. As a matter of fact, it wouldn’t be until almost a year later that WordPress would be released to the public for the first time; not that I was ready to use WordPress at initial release. I actually didn’t start using it...
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User-Centered Design: A Developer's Guide to Building User-Friendly ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How do you design engaging applications that people love to use? This book demonstrates several ways to include valuable input from potential clients and customers throughout the process. With practical guidelines and insights from his own experience, author Travis Lowdermilk shows you how usability and user-centered design will...
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The Science of SupervillainsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The science behind the scoundrels we love to hate
From Spider-Man’s bionic archenemy, Dr. Octopus, to Superman’s nemesis, Lex Luthor, to the X-Men’s eternal rival, Magneto, comic book villains have kept us captivated for years---- not just by their diabolical talent for confounding our heroes, but also by their unrivaled...
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Inside Photoshop CSSams Publishing, 2004
Gary Bouton has made Inside Photoshop CS a perennial best-seller due to the loyalty of his audience. A lot of people simply love the way Gary explains what Photoshop is all about. In this revised edition, Gary truly puts the outsider "inside", demystifying such intangibles as pixels, color wheel, resolution, line...
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Drupal 6 Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2009
The earlier a site appears in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine. Despite several advantages, many Drupal sites suffer with poor search engine standings. Perhaps you are aware of the importance of SEO for increasing traffic to your site, but do you know how to apply it to your Drupal site? Here comes...
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How Math Can Save Your Life: (And Make You Rich, Help You Find The One, and Avert Catastrophes)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	How to make lots of money, keep yourself safe, and even save the world-all by using a little simple math


	Forget the dull, boring math you learned in school. This book shows you the powerful things math can do for you, with applications no teacher ever taught you in algebra class. How can you make money off credit card companies?...
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So That's How! 2007 Microsoft  Office System: Timesavers, Breakthroughs, & Everyday GeniusMicrosoft Press, 2007
Youre upgrading to the 2007 Microsoft Office systemcongratulations! Now learn the tips and tricks to make Microsoft Office work for you. With this fun, easy-to-read guide, you get step by step instructions for tackling common productivity problems.

Have you ever seen a Smart Tag? If you use Microsoft Office XP or later,...
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Professional ASP.NET 3.5 SP1 Edition: In C# and VB (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Professional ASP.NET 3.5 SP1 In C# and VB
ASP.NET 3.5 brings the power of Visual Studio® 2008 along with the multitude of language improvements in C# 2008 and Visual Basic® 2008 as well as powerful new technology called LINQ, together with the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework you already know and love. Packed with valuable coverage of ASP.NET 3.5...
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Organic ChemistryBrooks Cole, 2007

	Succeed in your course with the help of this proven best-seller! John McMurry's ORGANIC CHEMISTRY is consistently praised as the most clearly written book available for the course. In John McMurry's words: "I wrote this book because I love writing. I get great pleasure and satisfaction from taking a complicated subject, turning...
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Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		We love Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, and we hope that by the time you finish reading this book, you will love Microsoft Dynamics CRM, too. We understand that you might be skeptical about the possibility of falling for a piece of software, but we want you to know right up front that our goal is to show you all of the wonderful and...
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The Domestic Cat: The Biology of its BehaviourCambridge University Press, 2014

	The most commonly kept domestic animal in the developed world, the cat has been a part of human life for thousands of years. Cats have been both worshipped and persecuted over this long period - either loved or hated for their enigmatic self-reliance and the subject of numerous myths and fables. Highlighting startling discoveries made over...
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